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Abstract 
Let S be a set of balls in Rd. We call a ball in S maximal if no other ball in S contains it, and 
minimal if it contains no other ball. The expected number of maximal and minimal balls in a set 
of n independent and identically distributed random balls is investigated. These quantities are 
found to be o(n) for any absolutely continuous distribution. Their behavior is investigated 
more precisely for three specific distributions. It is also shown that Bentley, Clarkson, and 
Levine’s move-to-front strategy provides an efficient algorithm for identifying maximal minimal 
balls. Since only maximal balls lie on the boundary of the convex hull of the set, this provides a 
good preprocessing step for constructing the convex hull of a set of balls. 
1. Introduction 
Let S be a set of IZ balls in [Wd. We call a ball in S maximal if no other ball in S 
contains it, and minimal if it contains no other ball in S. In this paper, we assume 
that the balls are random and drawn independently from the same distribution. 
We investigate the expected number of maximal and minimal balls as n grows 
without bound. 
The maximal balls of S are of interest partly due to their relationship to the 
convex hull of S: only maximal balls can lie on the boundary of the convex hull. 
Recently, Rappaport [6] has considered the problem of constructing the convex 
hull of a set of IZ disks. Affentranger and Dwyer [l] have shown that Rappaport’s 
algorithm is fast on average for several distributions by bounding the average 
combinatorial complexity of its output. However, the constant factor in the 
running time of this algorithm can be reduced significantly by applying a fast 
preprocessing step to identify maximal balls. Bentley, Clarkson, and Levine’s [2] 
move-to-front strategy proves to be efficient for this purpose. 
* This work was supported by a grant of computer time from the North Carolina Supercomputing 
Center. 
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Table 1 
Summary of results 
maximal minimal 
uniform dl(d+l) O(n ) 
di(dfl) 
@(n ) 
two-point dl(d+2) @(n ) 0(n”2) 
(d + 1)-point O(n (d-l)/(r+r) ) (qn I/cd+ 1) ) 
We will consider the expected number of maximal and minimal balls for three 
models of random ball: a uniform model, the two-point model, and the 
(d + l)-point model. Under the uniform model, a random ball is chosen by first 
choosing a center uniformly from the unit ball in Rd, then choosing a radius 
uniformly from [0, 11. Under the two-point model, two points chosen uniformly 
from the unit ball define a diameter of the random ball. Under the (d + 1)-point 
model, the circumsphere of d + 1 random points in the unit ball is taken to be the 
random ball. The expected number of minimal and maximal balls in each case is 
summarized in Table 1. (A careful reader will notice that some of our proofs 
provide upper bounds only. In these cases, lower bound proofs can be derived 
along similar lines of reasoning and have been omitted only because they are 
somewhat tedious.) Bounds on higher moments follow immediately from 
Devroye’s moment inequality EMP, = O((EM,)P) for p 2 1 [5]. 
In the next section, we develop a general formula for the expected number of 
maximal or minimal balls, and we prove that both quantities are o(n) for any 
absolutely continuous distribution. In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we consider the 
specifics of the uniform, two-point, and (d + 1)-point models, respectively. The 
final section reports on the results of experiments with pseudo-random realiza- 
tions of the models. 
2. Preliminaries 
We consider a d-dimensional ball in Rd (a d-ball) to be defined by its center x 
and its radius r; thus, it is a point in (Rd x OX+). In this paper we will consider 
only random balls C having distributions that are absolutely continuous with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure Izd x Al. Thus, a measurable density function 
exists with 
Pr(C E A) = ]Jf(_x, I) d&(x) d&(r) for any Bore1 set A c (Rd X IF!+). 
A 
(2.1) 
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Next we consider n independent, identically distributed random d-balls 
C,, . . ., C,, in Rd with distributions given by (2.1). Let Ii be an indicator having 
the value 1 if Cj is a maximal ball among the IZ balls, and 0 otherwise. If M,, is the 
number of maximal balls, then 
EM, = $ El; = 2 Pr{C, ’ is maximal} = n Pr{C, is maximal}. 
i=l i=l 
Theorem 1. If n random balls are chosen independently from a common 
absolutely continuous distribution, then the expected number of maximal and 
minimal balls k o(n). 
Proof. We consider maximal balls only; the other case is similar. Let (x, r) E 
(Rd x R’) be any fixed ball. The ball (X, R) contains (x, r) if and only if 
R > 1(X -x(1 + r, thus, the set of balls containing (x, r) is just the semi-infinite 
cone 
C={(X,R)((~GR)A(IIX-~~~GR-~)}. 
For any ball (_r, r) E (IWd X R ‘) and any positive p, let 
hp(x, r) := f (X R) d&(X) d&(R), 
GJ 
where C, is the truncated cone 
{(X,R)I(~SRS~+~)A(IIX-~JI)~R-~)} 
having volume 
(-&)(d-volume of base)(height) = (-$-I)( r((dny2),2 pd)p = Vdpd+‘. 
For any p, the quantity h,(x, r) is clearly a lower bound on the probability that a 
single random ball contains the ball (x, r). 
For almost all (x, r) with f (x, r) > 0, there exists a small but positive 
p : = p(x, r) for which 
h(x, r) := h,(x, r) 2 (1/2)Vdpd+‘f (x, r) > 0. 
For these balls, pn(x, r) : = (1 - h(x, r))“-1 . 1s an upper bound on the probability 
that ball (x, r) is maximal if present in a set of n balls. Since pn(x, I) G 1 and 
p,(x, r)+ 0 almost everywhere in the support of the distribution, Lebesgue’s 
Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that 
pn(x, r)f (x, r) dx dr = 0. 0 
The Subadditive Ergodic Theorem can be used to show that M,,/n 3 0 almost 
surely. [4] 
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In what follows, we will restrict our attention to distributions symmetric about 
the origin. Therefore, we may define g(llxll, r) :=f(x, r), obtaining 
MC l A) = ~~dll~ll~ r) dJ&) d&(r). 
A 
Let Rmax(q, r) be the probability that a single random ball contains a fixed ball 
of radius r with center at distance q from the origin. (We call such a ball a 
(q, r)-ball.) Conditioning on the center and radius of C,, we have 
cc 
EM,,=n II (1 -~~~~(llxII, r))“-‘dll~ll~ r)&(x) dr 0 R” 
02 P 
=n 
II (1 -pmax(q, r))“-‘dq, r)qd-’ dq dr 0 0 
oz 00 
-n 
il 
exp(-npmax(qJ r))g(q, r)qd-’ dq dr. 
0 0 
(2.2) 
The last step can be justified rigorously wherever we use it by applying techniques 
of Whittaker and Watson’s [7, p. 2421; the crux of the argument is the agreement 
of the first two terms of the power series expansions of (1 -p)” and eFnp. 
To compute p,,dllxII, r), consider a random ball of radius R centered at X, 
with Q = IlXll. Let D = 11X --XII be the distance between the centers of the 
random ball and the fixed ball. Then X =x + DU for some unit vector U. The 
random ball contains the fixed ball if and only if R > D + r. So 
g(llx + Dull, R) doJ_,(u)D”-’ dD dR 
= 1 iyPr_/:g(Q, R)(si&’ 0) dt9DdPL dD dR; 
here 8 = LOxX, and Q” = (q - D cos 0)’ + (D sin 0)‘. (a, denotes the usual 
uniform measure on the unit k-sphere.) If convenient, we may define @ = LxOX 
and eliminate D: 
Pmax(q, r) = 1 
cc 
r 
~~~~~~~g(Q, R)(sindP2 $) d$Q”-’ dQ dR. (2.3) 
The argument for minimal balls is similar, but with pmax(q, r) replaced by 
p&q, r), the probability that a single random ball is contained by the fixed ball. 
In this case, we have 
s<Qj R)(sin ‘-’ 0) dODd-’ dD dR 
= 1: [rRr lrg(Q, R)(sin-* @) d@Q”-’ dQ dR. (2.4) 
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3. The uniform model 
In this section, we consider a random d-ball to be defined by a center chosen 
uniformly in the unit d-ball and a radius chosen uniformly in the interval [0, 11. 
If pLd is the volume of the unit d-ball, then clearly g(q, r) = ~FL;’ over the 
support of the distribution. 
Theorem 2. The expected number of maximal balls under the uniform model is 
dl(d+l) @(n ). 
Proof. We have 
1 R--r 
pmax(qj r) = ~2’ 
II I 
(sind-*B) dODd-’ doDdPi dD dR. 
, 0 
The range of integration of 8 corresponds to the arc of a (q, D)-circle contained 
in the unit circle. Thus, the range varies from [0, rr] for q = D = 1 to [0, z/3] for 
q = D = 0. In any case, the inner integral is O(1). So 
I R-r 
pmax(qJ r) = @Cl) 
II 
Dd-’ dD dR = O((1 - r)d+l). 
* 0 
Therefore, the expected number of maximal balls is 
EM, = @(n)l’ 1’ exp(-n(1 - r)df’)qd-l dq dr 
0 0 
= o(n) 
I 
i exp(-n(1 - r)d+‘) dr. 
0 
If we substitute t = n(1 - r)df’, we have 
EM, = ~(~)~~~‘+‘e-r(~~“d+’ r= qndKd+i)), 
because the remaining integral in t rapidly approaches the constant T((d + 
2)/(d + 1)). (In later proofs, we will apply this step without comment.) 0 
Theorem 3. The expected number of minimal balls under the uniform model is 
dl(d+l) @(n ). 
Proof. For minimal balls, we have 
Pmin(43 f-1 = Pcl;’ r 
r--R 
II I 
(sindP2 0) d13Dd-’ dD dR = @(rd+‘); 
0 0 
Em, = o(n)/’ 1’ exp(-nrd+‘)qd-’ dq dr = @(nd’cd+l)). 
0 0 
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4. The two-point model 
In this section, we consider a random d-ball C in [Wd to be one whose diameter 
is the line segment joining two random points Xi and X, chosen independently 
from the uniform distribution on the d-dimensional unit ball B@‘). For this model, 
it is known [l] that 
g(q, r) = 2drd-’ 
I 
dud_,(u), 
B 
where 
D = {u E s-i ( ((x + ru) E P’) A ((x - ru) E B’“‘)}. 
g(q, r) is proportional to the (d - 1)-dimensional volume of the portion of the 
sphere of radius r centered at (q, 0, 0, . . . , 0) satisfying x(l) * q and ]]x]] G 1. It 
follows that 
g(q7 r)= 1 
I +-l) 
z; 
ifq-trcl, 
- F*q-l(l -r*-q*)) if q +ral. 
Since 2r > q-‘(1 - r2 - q2) when q + r G 1, the second expression is always a valid 
lower bound. Furthermore, the second expression decreases monotonically in q 
for fixed r. 
Theorem 4. The expected number of maximal balls under the two-point model is 
d/(d+*) O(n ). 
Proof. Let 2 = (1 -q’)“‘; then (1 - R* -q*) = (z - R)(z + R). For a lower 
bound for r + q 3 1, we may restrict our attention to the region Q G q. Then 
g(Q, R) ~g(q, R). The inner integral is just the surface area of the fraction of a 
(q, D)-sphere lying inside the (0, q)-sphere. Since D G R - r 6 1 - r c q, the 
range of 8 is at least [0, z/3], and the integral contributes G?(l). Therefore, we 
have 
pmax(q, r) = @(I) ’ R--r 
II I 
n g(Q, R)(sind-*8) dODd-’ dD dR o 
= Q(l)i f-rJ-( sindP28) deg(q, R)Dd-’ dD dR 
= n(l)/ f -,;q, R)Dd-’ dD dR 
r 
= R(qW1)IZ(R - r)dRd-2(z - R)(z + R) dR 
r 
= Q(zq-‘)/‘(R - r)dRd-2(z -R) dR 
= Q(q-l*d’l(z - r)d+2) 
= &(q-l(1 - q)(d-‘)‘2(z - r)d+2). 
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Pmax(47 r) ~Pmax(4, 1 - 4) 
= qq-‘(l - q)(d-‘)‘2(Z - 1 + q)d+2) 
= qqd+‘(l _ q)W+‘)/2) 
ifOGqClJ2, 
) if 1/2=Sq S 1. 
so, 
EM,, c 63(n) . (1’ 1’ exp( -nq-‘zd-’ (z - r)d+2)rd-2q-1z(z - r)qd-l dr dq 
0 1-q 
(2d+1)/2)rd-lq-l &, dq 
+ exp(-nqd+‘)rd-‘q-l dr dq 
It is straightforward to verify that the second and third integrals are 
qn-(2d+2)1(2d+l) 
) and O(K~‘(~+‘) ) respectively. To handle the first integral, we 
set 
t=nq -lZd-Q _ r)d+2; dr = O(l)@ - r)t-’ dt. 
to obtain 
0(l)/’ ]meP’rdP2qdP2z(z - r)2t-’ dt dq 
0 0 
= @(l)l lmee’zd-2qd-2( __!&2”d+2’t-~ dt dq 
It follows that EM,, = O(ndiCd+‘)). 0 
Theorem 5. The expected number of minimal balls under the two-point model is 
O(n’“). 
Proof. If r + q 6 1, then 
g(Q, R)(sinde2 0) df3Dd-’ dD dR 
RdP1(r - R)d dR = 0(r2d). 
Ifr+qzl, thenrzl-qz0, and 
Pmin(q9 r) zP( l+;-r, 1-;+r)=@(1-;+r)2d=@(r2d), 
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Therefore, 
I I 
Em, 6 o(n) II exp(-nr2”)g(q, r)qd-’ dq dr 0 II 
exp( -nr2d)rd-‘qd-’ dq dr = 0(n”2). 0 
5. The (d + l)-point model 
In this section, we consider a random d-ball C in Rd to be defind by d + 1 
independent random points Xi, . . . , X,, , chosen from the uniform distribution 
on the d-dimensional unit ball Bed). With probability one, a unique (d - l)- 
dimensional sphere aC passes through X,, . . . , X,,,. We call 32 the 
circumsphere of X, , . . . , X,, , , and take its interior to be the random ball C. In 
the calculations that follow, we will use the following geometric lemma. 
Lemma 1. Suppose S, and S2 are spheres with radii p, and p2. Let 6 be the 
distance between their centers, and let 
h = (Pi - (PI - 42) 
26 . 
Suppose further that p2 d max(p,, 6). Then the (d - 1)-dimensional volume of the 
portion of S, lying inside S2 is 0((p,h)(d-‘)‘2). The d-dimensional volume of its 
convex hull is 0(h(p,h)(d-‘)‘2). 
Proof. In Fig. 1, h = p, - 6 - y. Solving the equation pz - y2 =x2 = p: - (6 + y)’ 
Fig. 1. Illustration for the proof of the geometric lemma. 
gives 
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The stated value of h follows. The portion of S, inside S, is a spherical cap of 
radius p, and height h; according to Buchta et al. [3, p. 2341, its (d - 1)-volume is 
0((p,h)(d-‘)‘2). Th e volume of the convex hull is 
O(hxd-‘) = O(h(h(2p, - h))(d-‘)‘2) = 0(h(p,h)(d--1)‘2). 0 
Lemma 2. For the (d + 1)-point model, 
O(l) for all q, r > 0; 
(q, r) = O(r(d-‘)(d+‘)) ifqslandrsl; 
0 (l + q - ‘)(l + r - q) 
2q 
d(d+1)‘2rjd-2)(d+l):2 if r > 1 or q > 1 
Y . 
Proof. Earlier work [l] showed that 
g(q, r) = d! r-“E(A(&) 1 q, r).f(q, rjdtl, (5.1) 
where s^(q, r) is the (d - 1)-dimensional volume of that part of a (q, r)-sphere 
lying inside the unit sphere, and E(h(A,) 1 q, r) is the expected volume of the 
convex hull of d + 1 points chosen independently from the uniform distribution 
on the same subset of a (q, r)-sphere. Obviously 
E(il(A,) 1 q, r) = O(rd) and s^(q, r) = O(1). 
The first bound follows immediately. 
If q + r s 1, then the entire (q, r)-sphere lies inside the unit ball. In this case 
E(A(A,) 1 q, r) = @(r”) and s^(q, r) = @(rd-‘). 
If q + r > 1 but q, r c 1, part of the (q, r)-sphere lies outside the unit ball, but at 
least a constant fraction lies within the unit ball. (This fraction depends on the 
dimension and is minimized when q = r = 1.) Therefore, we still have 
E()3(Ad) 1 q, r) = @(r”) and s^(q, r) = @(rd-‘). 
The second bound follows. 
If r 3 1 or q 3 1, we have exactly the situation of Lemma 1 with 6 = q, p, = r, 
and p2 = 1. The third bound follows. (The d-dimensional volume of Lemma 1 is 
only an upper bound on E(A(A,) 1 q, r); the lower bound is rather tedious. [l, 
APP. BI). •I 
Theorem 6. The expected number of maximal balls under the (d + 1)-point model 
is O(n (d-l)l(d+l) 1. 
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Proof. We will divide the range of integration of the integral of (2.2) into six 
regions and calculate the contribution of each region to the total. We write EM:’ 
for the contribution of the ith region. In all regions, let 
a=l+q-r; b =2(R -r); ~=a-(l+Q-R). 
Region 1: 1 c q s r. If a (Q, R)-ball contains a fixed (q, r)-ball, then its center 
lies on the part of the (0, Q)-sphere lying within a (q, R - r)-sphere. The surface 
area of this subset of the (0, Q)-sphere is exactly the inner integral of (2.3). Since 
R s r, we have the situation of Lemma 1 with p, = Q, p2 = R - r, and 6 = q. 
Therefore, in this region, 
pmax(q, r) = @(I)(~“““” iyRy+ irn J’+“‘) 
(l+y+r)/z R-l 
x 1 -R + Q 
( 2Q > 
d'd+"'2R(d-Z)(d+,)/2 
x 
( 
Q(@ - r)* - <Q - qJ2) (d-‘1)‘2 dQ dR 
37 > 
= Q(l)q- c+li/$;+q+,,2 ,--;;-'R-"+3)/*(1 _ R + Q)d(d+l)/2 
X ((R - r)” - (Q - q)2)(d-')'2 dQ dR 
W+W*(a _ v) d(d+l)/2u(d-l)/2 
x (2R - 2r - v)(~-‘)‘~ dv dR 
= ql)q-_(d-‘Y* i- (,:,,,R2(I -F)‘“‘“dR) 
x (a - v) d(d+1)/2v(d-l)/2 dv 
Therefore, 
= ql)q-(d-‘Y*r-’ I ,)a -4 d(d+1)/2v(d-l)/2 &, 
= SLl(r- (d+1)/2a(d+l)*/2 1. 
EM:‘) = o(n)_/= 1’ 
1 r-l 
e~p(_nr~(d+l)~*a(d+l)2~2~(~)d(dil)’2 
x ,.G-*W+‘Pqd-- dq &. 
= qn)/’ Irn exp(_nr~(d+‘)“a(d+‘)Z’*)r-*ad(d+’)~* &. da 
0 1 
= O(n)i,’ I:e-L(l,n)*/(.l+‘)a(d+l)ild(d+‘)l* & da 
= O(n (d-l)l(d+l) 1. 
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Region 2: q c 1 cr. In this region, 
l<r<R<q+l<2; q<Q<q+(q+l)-1<2q. 
SO 
Pmax(4, r) = W) 
x (’ -f; Q)d’d+1”2R’d-2)(d+,),2 
x ( Q((R - 1)’ - (Q - q)‘) (d-1)‘2 dQ dR &I > 
l+q q+R-r 
= Q(l)q-d(d+lY2 I I (1 _ R + Q)d(d+lY2 r 4 
x ((R - r)2 - (Q - q)2)(d-1)‘2 dQ dR 
i+q 
= n(l)q-d(d+W2 
I I 
bl2 
(a - v) 
d(d+1)12V(d-l)/2 
r 0 
x (b - v) Cd- lY2 &, dR 
I 
2.z 
= Q(l)q-d(d+W2 
“(a -v) 
d(d+1)/2V(d-1)/2 
I 
b(d-lY2 db &, 
0 2v 
= Q(Ws) 
d(d+ l)“ad+ 1 
) 
Therefore, 
1 q+l 
EMC2’ = O(n) n 
II 
exp(-n(a/q)d(d+‘)‘2ad+1)(a/q)d(d+L)’2qd-’ dr dq 
0 1 
= o(n (d:l)l(tf+l)). 
Region 3: q =S r c 1. In this region, we can apply the estimates 
p,,Jq, r) >Pmax(l, 1 + r -4) = &I(u(~+~)“~) 
(by Region l), and g(q, r) = O(1). It is then a simple matter to show that 
JZM’3’ = o(n(d-lY(d+l)) 
n 
Region 4: r S q G 1. In this region, the estimate pmax(q, r) b~,,,.Jl, 1) = e(l) 
permits one to prove that EM:’ = o(1). 
Region 5: r s q and 1 s q =S 2. Here Pmax(q, r) >pmax(q, q) = B(q-(d-1)‘2) = 
SJ( 1) gives EMk5’ = o( 1). 
Region 6: r ~q and q 2 2. We use the estimate Pmax(q, r) >P,,_(q, q) = 
wq- (d-1)‘2). Since 
q/2Sq-lCr<q, lG(l+q-r)s2, and (l+r-q)sl, 
we have, from Lemma 2, g(q, r) = O(q-(d+l)). We can easily derive EM:‘) = 
O(n 
(d-l)/(d+l) 
1. 
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Summing over the six regions, we have EM, = O(n(d-r)‘(d+l)). A more tedious 
but standard examination of Region 1 yields the corresponding lower bound. 0 
In fact, simulations show that most maximal balls come from Region 1, with 
significant numbers from Regions 2 and 6, and almost none from Regions 3, 4, 
and 5. 
Theorem 7. The expected number of minimal balls in the (d + 1)-point model is 
Il(d+l) o(n ). 
Proof. We must again partition the domain of integration into a number of 
regions and subregions. In all regions, let 
a=l-q+r; A=l-Q+R; v=a-A. 
Region 1: rsl and qsl. If q+r G 1, the (q, r)-ball lies entirely inside the 
unit ball. We have 
Pmin(q, r, = r II r-R g(Q, R)D+’ dD dR 0 0 
= @(l)i;R’“-‘)‘“tr+ _ R)d dR = @@.d(d+l)) 
If q + r > 1, the (q, r)-ball lies partly outside the unit ball, but its intersection 
with the unit ball contains a ball of radius r/2. Therefore, 
pmin(q, r) sPmin(l - (r/2), r/2) = Q(rdCr’+‘)). 
In either case, g(q, r) = Q(r(d-l)(dt’)) by Lemma 2. 
The contribution of Region 1 to the total number of minimal balls is 
Em(‘) = n 
n exp(-nL2(r d(d+I)))O(rtd--I)(d+-I))qd-- dq & = @(nl/(d+l)). 
Region 2: r 2 1 and r 2 q. Balls in this region contain a (l/2, l/2)-ball, so 
Pmin(q, r) >p,i”(l/2, l/2) = n(l). Thus 
Em(*) = n 
n exp(-nG(l))g(q, r) dr dq =s nc-” = o(1) 
Region 3: 1 c q s 2 and q - 1 s r s 2(q - 1). The second inequality is equiv- 
alent to Osa c r/2. If a ((2, R)-ball is contained by a fixed (q, r)-ball in this 
region, then its center lies on the part of the (0, Q)-sphere lying within a 
(q, r - R)-sphere. The inner integral of (2.4) is just the surface area of this subset 
of the (0, Q)-sphere. We apply Lemma 1 with pI = Q, pz = r - R, and 6 = q. 
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Noting also that q = O(l), Q = O(l), (1 - Q - R) = O( 1) and (r - V) 2 (r - a) = 
O(r), we have 
Q((r - R)2 - (q - Q)‘) 
> 
v-‘)‘~ 
= n(l)$lyI(u(2(r - R) - ~l))(~-‘)‘~(u - V)d(d+1)‘2 
x @--2)(d+lW dR dv 
= ql)]’ (i’-“(r _ R)(d--1)/2R(d--2)(d+‘)‘2 dR) 
x u(d”l)iz;,-” U)d(d+l)R &, 
((r _ v)(W’2 _ (u _ v)(d-‘)“) 
x v(d-‘Y2(u _ qW+‘P &, 
= Q(l)i:r(d-1J’2 ((r _ v> _ (a _ v))(r _ U)G-2W+‘Y2 
x 21(W~2(u _ qW+W &, 
= Q(l)$, (d-l)(d+l)/2V(d-l)12(a _ y)d(d+l)12 &, 
= S2(r (d-l)(d+l)12a(d+1)2/2 1. 
Also, from Lemma 2, we have 
Therefore, the contribution of this region is 
2 2CV-1) 
Emi3’ = O(n) 
II 
exp( -nr (d-l)(d+l)/2a(d+l)*/2 
)a 
d(d+l)/2,.(d--2)(d+l)i2 & dq 
1 q-1 
1 2 
s O(n) 
J-I 
exp( --)2r (d-l)(d+l)/2a(d+1)2/2)ad(d+l)/2r(d-2)(d+1)/2 & da 
2 0 
Region4: lcqG2and2(q-l)Sr<q. Nowr/2<a<r, sor=O(u). Inthis 
region, 
pmin(q, r) >Pmin(l - a/2, a/2) = CJ(adcd+‘)), 
since the (1 -u/2, u/2)-ball lies in Region 1. Also, 
g(q, r) = O(u d(d+l)/2,.(d--2)(d+l)12) = qu(d+l)(d-1)) 
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as in Region 3. The bound Em!:) = O(n”(d+‘)) follows easily. 
Region 5: q 3 2 and r c q - (l/2). In this region, 
Pmin(qr r) ~Pmin(q - r + 1, 1) =Pmin(U, 1) = Q(a(d+1)2’2) 
from the bounds on Pmin(U, 1) in Region 3. Since q = O(r), Lemma 2 gives 
g(q, I) = @(a d(d+‘)‘Zy--(d+‘)). It follows that Em?) = O(n”d(+‘)). 
Region 6: q 2 2 and q - (l/2) < r d q. In this region, 
Pmin(qr r)2Pmin(3/4, 1/4)=Q(1). 
Therefore, Em?’ = o(1). 
Summing over all six regions gives the desired bound. 0 
6. Final remarks 
Rather extensive simulations were carried out in two and three dimensions for 
all three models of random balls. Maximal and minimal balls were identified and 
counted using an adaptation of the Move-to-Front algorithm presented by 
Bentley, Clarkson, and Levine [2]. The operation of this algorithm can be 
summarized briefly as follows: A linked list of maximal balls in maintained. At 
the beginning of the ith phase of algorithm, this list contains the maximal balls 
among the first i - 1. The ith ball is considered, and at the end of the phase, the 
list contains the maximal balls among the first i. To achieve this, the ith ball is 
compared to each ball on the list in turn. There are three possibilites: the ith ball 
is contained by the ball on the list, or contains it, or neither contains the other. In 
the first case, the ith ball is discarded, the larger ball is advanced to the front of 
the list, and the phase ends. In the second case, the ball on the list is discarded, 
and the ith ball is compared to the next ball on the list. In the third case, the ball 
on the list is retained, and the algorithm advances down the list. The important 
idea is that large ‘killer balls’ tend to reside near the front of the list, causing most 
new balls to be eliminated with only a few comparisons. 
Twenty pseudorandom sets of balls of each type were generated for inputs of 
size n = 2k for 10 G k d 17, and maximal and minimal balls were counted. In 
addition, the number of times the algorithm compared two balls with respect to 
the inclusion relation was recorded as a measure of the running time of the 
algorithm. The model y = WZO was fitted to the data for each of the four 
quantities. The results are summarized in Table 2. 
For the uniform and two-point models, the experimental and theoretical results 
agree rather closely. The exponent for the number of comparisons appears to be 
twice that of the expected number of balls. This is certainly a lower bound, since 
the algorithm must compare every pair of maximal balls to be correct. A linear 
lower bound also applies, because the algorithm performs at least one comparison 
with each ball. 
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Table 2 
Simulation results 
model maximal balls comparisons minimal balls comparisons 
2 dimensions: 
-uniform 
-2-point 
-3-point 
3 dimensions: 
-uniform 
2-point 
A-point 
1.36n”-h6 2.0%’ 33 I. 32n”-h6 1.95nr= 
2.49n”.4Y 7.23n I.” 2,97n”.5’ 7.74n’.12 
5.30#“’ 19.2_%~“-~s 5.61~“-= 18.63n”.Y’ 
1.36n”.” 1.6%1’-~’ 1.39#74 1.70n’.48 
3.48n”.6” 9.85nrz2 4. 58n0-‘6 14.53n’.‘X 
7,07n”.“’ 38.40n ‘.05 12.99n”.” 89.29n” ” 
For the (d + 1)-point model, these simulation results were not entirely 
convincing, and larger simulations were carried out using a Cray Y-MP 
supercomputer. Ten pseudorandom sets of 2k three-point circles were generated 
for each 18 < k s 20. The results of the regression on these data were: maximal 
balls: 5.80n”.36; minimal balls: 6. 44n0.36. We must conclude that asymptotic 
behavior is approached quite slowly for this model. 
While we have previously proved that Rappaport’s two-dimensional convex- 
hull algorithms requires only O(n) time for all of these distributions, it appears to 
be useful in practice to identify maximal balls as a preprocessing step. This is true 
because comparing two circles for inclusion is a much faster operation than 
computing their tangent lines, the basic operation of the convex-hull algorithm. 
(It is crucial for speed that inclusion can be determined without computing square 
roots.) The advantage of preprocessing extends to rather large problems involving 
the uniform distribution, even though asymptotically the preprocessing takes 
P(n4’3) time. The gap in the relative speed of these two basic operations increases 
in higher dimensions; however, the asymptotic running time of the preprocessing 
step approaches @(n”) for the three distributions we have considered. 
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